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ABSTRACT. We present criteria for irrationality of limits of convergent se-

quences of rational numbers, algebraic numbers of the same degree and of

strictly increasing degrees.

The criterion for irrationality of limits of a sequence of rational numbers has

the form of an infinite system of inequalities on successive differences between

elements. These inequalities are not strict. If these inequalities are satisfied,

then the limit is rational if and only if all inequalities but a finite set of them are

satisfied as equalities and the sequence becomes monotonous beginning from

some element. So, the criterion permits to see a "border" between rationality

and irrationality for some class of quickly convergent sequences.

Quickly convergent rational numbers sequences tend to converge to irrational

limits. Many special cases of this phenomenon are known (e.g. [1, 4]). In this paper

we present sufficient conditions on the convergence of a rational numbers sequence,

which are also necessary if some infinite system of inequalities on elements of the

sequence is satisfied. The limit of this sequence is irrational, if and only if the

infinite set of these inequalities are strict.

Similar criteria for irrationality of limits are obtained for sequences of algebraic

numbers of the same degree and for sequences of algebraic numbers with strictly

increasing degrees. To apply these criteria, it is sufficient to know only coefficients

of minimal polynomials of elements of the sequence. These results are interesting

also because it is little known about the approximation of an algebraic number by

algebraic numbers of higher degrees (cf. [2] and its exposition in [3]).

Lemma 1 contains the main idea of our proofs. Henceforth, Z denotes the set of

integers and N denotes the set of positive integers.

LEMMA 1. Let {Qn(x)}^L1 be a sequence of polynomials with integral coeffi-

cients and let a be a real number, such that Qn(a) ^ 0.

(a) Let all Qn be of the same degree. If there exists an no, such that for n > no

(1) |Qn + l(a)/Qn(a)|<l,

and if the inequality (1) is strict for an infinite number of indices, then the number

a is irrational.

(b) Let deg<2n+i > deg<2„ for sufficiently large values of n. If

(2) lim IQn+iíaVQnta)!1/^^'-'168«"'^,
n—*oo

then the number a is irrational.
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PROOF. Suppose a = p/q is rational; p,q G Z,q> 0. Then Qn(a) = kn/qAesQn,

kn G N. If Qn are of equal degree, then inequality (1) implies kno+m+i < kno+m,

and for the infinite set of indices the last inequalities are strict, contrary to our

hypothesis, which proves (a). If, for sufficiently large values of n, degQn+i >

deg<2„, then

(3)     \Qn+i(a)/Qn(a)\1/idesQ"^-desQ^ = (l/g)(*n+i/*n)1/(deg<i"+1-deg<3-).

Thus (2) and (3) imply that \imn->ookn+i/kn = 0.   Hence, there exists ni such

that for each m G N, kni+m < kni+m-i, which contradiction proves (b).

Below we choose polynomials Qn such that Qn(an) = 0, where {an}™=l is a

sequence of algebraic numbers convergent to a. Lemma 2 aims to exclude the limit

a from the irrationality criterion and to express it in terms of an.

LEMMA 2. Let{an}^L1 be a convergent sequence of real numbers, let linin^oo an

= a, and let cn (n G N) be real numbers such that

oo

(4) nc"=+°°-
71=1

Let en = sign((a„ — an_i)(an+i — an)). Suppose, that there exists no G N such

that for each n > no, cn > 1,

(5) \an+i - an\/\an - an_i| < (cn+i - l)/(c„+1(cn - en)),

(6) a„7¿a„_i.

Then, for all n > no,

(7) |a-a„|c„/|o-a„_i| < 1.

The inequality (7) for some index ni > no is strict if and only if either the sequence

{an}n^n -i îs n°t monotonous or there exists some index n2 > ni such that the

inequality (5) for the index n2 is strict.

PROOF. We may write the inequality (5) in the following form:

(8) \an - an_i|/(cn - £■„) > c„+i|an+i - an|/(c„+i - 1).

The inequality (8) implies

,„, Cn+l(an+l ~ Qn) > _ _\o,n — Qw-l|

cn+i + sign(a„+1 - a„) c„ + sign(an - an-i) '

,.„., Cn+l(an+l - In) ^ Wn ~ ün-l\

cn+i - sign(an+i - a„)      cn - sign(a„ - a„_i)

(The inequalities may be verified by elementary calculations for each combination

of signs of (an - an_i), (an+i - a„) separately; an - a„_i ^ 0, an+i - an ^ 0 by

(6).) Adding (an -an_i) to both sides of inequalities (9) and (10) and substituting

(an - an-i)sign(a„ - an-i) for \a„ - an_i|, we have

Cn+l(an+l - o.n) ,  i -, ^ cn(an — an-i)
+ (o,n - an-i) >

(n, Cn+i + sign(a„+i -a„) cn + sign(an - a„_i)

Cn+l(a-n+l - 0-n) ,  , -, ^        cn(an - an-i)
+ (on - an-i) s

cn+i - sign(an+i - a„) c„ - sign(a„ - an_i)
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We may write (11) as

dn+i >dn + (a.n-i - an),        en+i <en + (an_i - an),

where
d„ = cn(an - an-i)/(cn + sign(a„ - on_i)),

en = cn(an - an-i)/(cn - sign(a„ - an_i)).

Applying each of these inequalities twice for indices n and n + 1, one obtains

dn+i > dn + (an-i — an) + (an - an+i),

en+2 <en + (an-i - an) + (an - an+i).

Proceeding inductively one obtains

(12) dn+k > dn + an-i - an+k-i,        en+k < en + an-i — an+k-i

for all k G N. We now prove that

(13) lim   dk —   lim   ek = 0.
k—>+oo k—>-\-oo

Indeed, gn = max(|dn|, |en|) = cn\an — an_i|/(cn — 1). It follows from (8) that for

all n > no ¡7n+i < gn/cn- So for each n > no + 1

n-l

gn < ffno/  H  Ci-
i=no

This inequality together with (4) yields limfc_+0O gk = 0, which implies (13). Pass-

ing to the limit in (12) as k —» +oo we have

(14) dn +an_i - a < 0,        en +a„_i - a > 0.

Now note that sign(an - a„_i) = sign(a - on_i) for each n > no by (14), because

signdn = signe« = sign(an — an_i). Using this fact and substituting expressions

for dn, en into (14), after elementary calculations one obtains

(15) (a - an)cn >-\a - an-i\,        (a - an)cn < \a - a„_i|.

Obviously (15) implies (7). It follows easily from the proof that (7) is an equality

if and only if, for all indices m > n, (4) is equality and the sequence {ak}kxLn_1

is monotonous (because otherwise we use a strict inequality (9) or (10) for some

index in the process of demonstration). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

THEOREM 1. Let an = pn/qn, Pn,9n G Z, qn+i > qn > 0, lim„_+0O an = a.

Let en = sign((an+i — an)(a„ — an_i)). Suppose there exists no G N such that, for

all n > no, an ^ ara_i and

(16) |an+i - a„|/|a„ - a„_i| < (<7„+i - qn)qn-iI'(qn+i(qn ~ £n<7n-i))-

Let Ni C N be the set of indices n such that the inequality (16) is strict, and let

N2 c N be the set of indices n such that en = —1; N' = Ni U N2. Then a is

irrational if and only if N' is infinite.

PROOF. Let cn = qn/qn-i- Obviously, n^°=n0 c™ = +0°- ^ Lemma 2,

(17) \an+i - a„\qn/\an - an_i |<7„_i < 1.
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If N' is finite then, by Lemma 2, for some index n', (17) becomes an equality. This

implies immediately rationality of a. If N' is infinite then, by Lemma 2, for n > no

all inequalities (17) are strict. But the system of strict inequalities (17) coincides

with the system of inequalities (1) for polynomials Qn(x) = qnx — pn. Hence, by

Lemma 1, a is irrational.    Q.E.D.

If one applies Theorem 1 to a sequence of partial sums of a series (or partial

products of an infinite product) one may suppose that the denominators of those

partial sums (or products) are equal to products of denominators of the terms. It

yields (after simple calculations) Corollaries 1 and 2.

COROLLARY 1. Let a = Y^=ixn/yn, x„,yn G Z, yn > 2. Let there exist

no G N such that, for each n > no,

(18) Jïs±lL <
Vn+i - 1      yn(yn - sign(x„x„+i))'

Let Ni be the set of indices n such that inequality (18) is strict and let N2 be the

set of indices n such that sign(xn+i) ^ sign(xn). Then a is irrational if and only

if Ni U N2 is infinite.

Example 1 (J. J. Sylvester, [4]). Let nx g N \ {!}, nk+i — n\ -n* +1.
Then X)fcli Vnfc is rational by Corollary 1 (and is equal to l/(ni - 1)). Let

mieJV\ {1}, mk+i = m\ — mk + 2. Then Y^=i l/mk 1S irrational by Corollary

1.

Corollary 2. Let a = Yl^A1 + xn/yn), xn,yn g Z, yn > 2, xn + yn > 0.

Suppose there exists no G N such that, for each n > no,

(19) K+l1   < Ia5-!
2/n+i-l      (z„+2/n)(î/n-sign(2:n+i))'

Let 7V*i be the set of indices n such that inequality (19) is strict, and let N2 be the

set of indices n such that sign(xn+i) ^ sign(x„). Then a is irrational if and only

if Ni U N2 is infinite.

Example 2 (G. Cantor, cf. [4]). For each meJV\ {l},

oo

JI(l + l/(ma:-r))
n=l

is irrational for each positive integer r ^ m2" by Corollary 2. n^=i(l + Vm2 ) is

rational by Corollary 2 (and is equal to m/(m - 1)).

COROLLARY 3. Let Pn(x) be polynomials with integral coefficients, tn = xn/yn,

xn G Z\ {0}, yn G N \ {1}, degPn = dn, limn_002/n = +oo. Let x0 be rational

and Pn(xo) ^ 0 for all n. Let a = SnLi tnPn&o)-

(a) Let all Pn be of the same degree. If

(20) limsup|in+1t/nP„+1(x0)/<nPn(2;o)| < 1,

then a is irrational.
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(b) Let, for sufficiently large values of n, dn+i > dn. If

(21) lim |í„+1t/nPri+1(rro)/(í„Pn(xo))|1/(<i"+1-<í")=0,
n—>oo

then a is irrational.

PROOF. Let x0 = p/q. Define

n /   n \

an = ^2tkPk(x0),    /„=maxdfc,    Qn = I Y\ Vk J <?'"•
k=l \k=l      )

Strict inequalities (16) then follow from the inequality

\an+i -an|/|a„ -a„_i| < qn-i(qn+i -Qn)/((qn +Qn-i)qn+i).

But
gn-l(gn + l -Qn)  _   (gn-l/gnX1 ~ Qn/qn+l)

(qn + qn-i)qn+i l + qn-i/qn

and, by definition of qn,

lim qn-i/q„ = 0.
n—»oo

So inequalities (16) follow from the inequality

(22) limsup|an+i - an\qn/(\an -an_i|g„_i) < 1.
n—»oo

It can be easily verified that (20) and (21) imply (22). So by Theorem 1, Corollary

3 is proved.

EXAMPLE 3. Let F(x) = Y,r?=obnX2n, where

oo oo

6o = £2-2**2,    &n = (-1)« £ 2-2**2

k=l k=n

for n > 1. Then F(x) assumes irrational values for all rational x. For x ^ 1 this

follows from Corollary 3(b), for x = 1 from Corollary 1.

Below we obtain results for sequences of algebraic numbers similar to the part

of Theorem 1, which states irrationality of the limits.

LEMMA 3.   Let {a„}^°=1 be a convergent sequence of real numbers, limn^oo o,n =

a. Let {cn}^=1 be a sequence of real numbers such that

(23) lim cn = +00
n—»oo

and let 0 < un < 1 for all n G N. If the limit in the left side of (24) is finite, then

(24) limsupc„(|an+i -a„|/|a„ - an^i\)Un = limsupc„(|a - an|/|a - an_,|)"n.
n—»oo n—»oo

PROOF. From the finiteness of the limit in the left part of (24) and the condition

(23), it follows that

(25) lim \an+i -o„|/|a„ -a„_i| = 0.
n—*oo

But
\a -an-i|

a-ar

. On      tln—1

J2k=l(an+k - On+k-i)
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Thus, if for all sufficiently large values of n,

|On+i - a„|/|a„ - an_i| < e,

then, for those values of n,

|a-Qn-i| > \an -Qn-i|_i _ I _o

|o-an|    - \an-an-i\(e/(l-e)) e

Hence,

(26) lim |a - an|/|a-an_i| = 0
n—»oo

and

limsupcn(|an+i - a„|/|a„ - an_i|)Un
n—»oo

= limsupcn(|((o - an) - (a - an+1))/((a - a„-i) - (a - an))\)Un
n—»oo

= limsupcn(|a - a„|(l + 0(l))/(|o - an-i\(l + 0(l))))u"
n—»oo

= limsupcn(|a - an|/|a - an_i |)"".    Q.E.D.
n—»oo

REMARK. If limn—ooCndan+i — a„|/|a„ — an-il)"" = 0, then the condition (23)

can be replaced by

(23') liminfcn>0.
n—»oo

This condition still yields (25), and the proof of the resulting modified lemma

coincides with the proof of Lemma 3 just given.

THEOREM 2.   Let {an}n<L1 be a convergent sequence of algebraic numbers

lim an = a,        an ^ a.
n—»oo

Let {<2n}n=i be a sequence of polynomials with integral coefficients such that Qn(an)

= 0. Let degQ„ — dn. Let

(27) lim     min   Q'n(x)/   max   Ä(«) = 1,
n-»ooig[s„,t„] i€[s„,t„]

where [sn,tn] denotes [an,a] for an < a, or [a,an] for an > a.

(a) If all Qn 's are of the same degree,

(28) lim \Q'n+1(an+i)\/\Q'n(an)\ = +œ,
n—»oo

and

(29) limsup(|<X(a„)|/|Q'n_1(a„_i)|)|an+1 - a„|/|a„ - an_i | < 1,
n—»oo

then a is irrational.

(b) If, for sufficiently large values of n, <2n+1 > dn,

(28') liminf(|Q;+1(an+1)|/|Q,„(an)|)1/(<i-+'-<f») > 0,
n—»oo

and

(30) lim ((|<yB(ûB)|/lQ^_1(aw-i)|)ian+1-awl/|aw-ûn-i{)V(d""<'B-l)=0.
n—coo

í/ien a is irrational.
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PROOF. Note at first that

\Qn+i(a)\/\Q„(a)\ = \Qn+i(a) - <9„+i(an+i)|/|Qn(a) - Q„(on)|

(31) = IQUitfn+i)! \a - an+i\/(\Q'n(fn)\ \a - an\),

where £„ G (s„,í„). Now

(32) \Q'n+i(U+i)\/\Q'n(U\ = (l«Ui(ín+i)|/|Q;+i(a„+i)|)

x(|QUi(«n+i)|/fó(a„)|)(|Q'n(an)|/|g;(e„)|).

From (31) and (32) it can be seen, by condition (27), that the irrationality criterion

of Lemma 1 in case (a) follows from

(33) limsup(|Q^+1(an+i)/|Q^(an)|)|a - an+1|/|a - an\ < 1
n—»oo

and in case (b) it is equivalent to

(34) üm (|QÍ,+iK+i)l I« - an+i\/(\Q'n(an)\ \a - an\))^d^-d^ = 0.
n—►oo

But (28), (28'), (29), and (30) imply (33) and (34) by Lemma 3 and the remark
after it. So Theorem 2 is proved.
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ADDED IN PROOF. Recently the author was informed that Corollary 2 and

several particular cases of Corollary 1 were proven by A. Oppenheim by a different

method (for references see the book of J. Galambos, Representations of real numbers

by infinite series, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1976).
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